Huawei Twitter and Facebook March 25 – 29

Huawei USA Retweeted Huawei © @Huawei - Mar 24
Huawei Founder & CEO Ren Zhengfei has given his first interview since Chinese New Year at the company’s HQ in Shenzhen, but what did he discuss? Watch the video to find out and stay tuned to upcoming videos for more info. #HuaweiNews

Susie Wang

Huawei USA © @HuaweiUSA - Mar 25
Why is the MateXs a "foldable phone done right"? Find out from @TechRadar in this 4/5 star review.

Huawei USA © @HuaweiUSA - Mar 25
#VisionaryPhotography is 1 day away! Make sure to tune in to us LIVE from the link in our bio at 9:00 AM EST tomorrow. #HUAWEIP40 tinyurl.com/tpv4lbf

1 Day To Go
HUAWEI P40 Series
VisionaryPhotography

Huawei USA © @HuaweiUSA - Mar 25
The Huawei 2019 Annual Report will be released on March 31, so what do you expect to know? Stay tuned for more information on Huawei’s financial facts and figures. HuaweiNow

Tinyurl.com/tpv4lbf
Companies based outside of the U.S. should not be held guilty because they are associated with another country. @JonesDay explains the negative effects of the FCC’s new rulings. #KeepAmericaConnected #ConnectNotDivide tinyurl.com/uf3zbzv

Live tracker: How many coronavirus cases have been reported in each U.S. state: politico.com/interactives/... @politico @beatricejpn

#5G is transforming the medical field. Discover how we’re utilizing 5G, #Cloud and #AI to redefine the boundaries in consultation, diagnosis, prevention & protection, and sharing expert resources: tinyurl.com/mhou5w #5G523 #SmartMedical #20YearsHuaweiEurope

#5G For Smart Medical
@carrier.huawei.com
The coronavirus can be terrifying for a healthy person, but what about those who are considered "high risk"? Watch the full video here to learn more about what this pandemic means for people living with diabetes.

cnn.com/ajj5e6p

Can't wait 😊😊😊 #HuaweiP40

Are you ready to experience #VisioaaryPhotography? 🤩 Join us on March 26th and be one of the first to witness the future of photography #HUAWEIP40

Exposing students to STEM technology is critical. See how Huawei supports @actechnlc and Spence Middle School in connecting kids to the tools to make new discoveries.

The following media includes potentially sensitive content.

As part of our HuaweiP40 Series Global Online Launch tomorrow, we're using our WeLink technology to host virtual interviews with Richard Yu. Stay tuned to find out more... #VisioaaryPhotography

Interview with Richard Yu

Stay tuned for highlights from Richard Yu's post-launch interview on 26th March hosted virtually with global media using Huawei WeLink.
Richard Yu, CEO of Huawei Consumer Business Group, has stepped on stage at our HUAWEI P40 Series global launch. This is just the beginning of VisionaryPhotography. Tune in LIVE right now at bit.ly/HUAWEI40Series.

Our HUAWEI P Series has helped create countless memories from around the globe. Join us in finding what comes next with the HUAWEI P40 Series. Watch here bit.ly/HUAWEI40Series VisionaryPhotography NextImageAwards.

Step into a new era of smartphone photography with Huawei – live at 14:00 CET Thursday March 26th VisionaryPhotography HUAWEI40

Modern, Minimal, Elegant. With nature as inspiration, the HUAWEI P40 Series brings a new twist to classic hues. Which colour will you choose? VisionaryPhotography Watch us LIVE now bit.ly/HUAWEI40Series.
Ay, HuawertJSA

Mar 26

Coring with thoroughly integrated ❀HUAWEI/*iP40 series connects global and local partners with over 400M active users. #HMS Catch us LIVE now bit.ly/HUAWEIP40Series

HuaweiUSA @huaweiUSA · Mar 26

Coming with thoroughly integrated #HuaweiMobileServices, the #HUAWEIP40 series connects global and local partners with over 400M active users. #HMS Catch us LIVE now bit.ly/HUAWEIP40Series

HuaweiUSA Retweeted
PhoneArena @phonearena · Mar 26

The #Huawei #P40Pro breaks phone camera and charging records

Meet the Huawei P40 Pro series: biggest camera sensor, longest zoom, f... The largest camera sensor put in a modern phone, a record 10x optical periscope zoom, 40W wireless charging - these are just some of the ...

HuaweiUSA @huaweiUSA · Mar 26

We strive to bring premium photography experience to everyone. Say hello to the #HUAWEIP40 - the new leader in smartphone photography. #VisionaryPhotography Catch us LIVE now bit.ly/HUAWEIP40Series
Presenting the new Chestnut Red and Frosty White colourways! With their impressive hardware and software, your journey to #ExploreMore can begin. Join us LIVE now bit.ly/HUAWEIP40Series

The #HUAWEISoundX is our next step in premium audio. Multiple musical notes. Co-engineered with @DEVIALET, this smart speaker brings our signature ‘Push-Push' technology and quality sound to life! Catch us LIVE now bit.ly/HUAWEIP40Series

Huawei wants to develop the most robust, but more importantly, the most secure network ever. And rigorous testing to meet a well-defined global standard is the way to do that. Hear #DonMorrisey explain more: #FactsMatter #TrustInTech tinyurl.com/xwco3go
We're back with the ultimate pairing of style and tech - look out for our upcoming HUAWEI Gentle Monster collection this Spring! HUAWEI Gentle Monster Join us live now at bit.ly/HUAWEI-P40Series

Presenting the new Chestnut Red and Frosty White HUAWEI WATCH GT2 colourways! With their impressive hardware and software, your journey to ExploreMore can begin. Join us live now bit.ly/HUAWEI-P40Series

Huawei has pulled out all the stops with up to five rear cameras on its P40 series.

No surprise the Huawei P40 seems like an incredible smartphone series, particularly in the cameras. I'm waiting on a P40 Pro+ sample because it's the one with the craziest optics. But @journeyman's already using the Pro and his writeup explains it all.

Huawei P40 Pro hands on preview: I can see clearly now With the P40 Pro, Huawei is going all-in on its own app store. But it's the phone's camera system that stands out — physically and otherwise.
The Huawei Developer Conference 2020 live webcast is less than 24 hours away. Tune in to the livestream on March 27-28 @ 10 am (GMT+8). Don’t miss out! #HDC2020 tinyurl.com/hxahn88

HuaweiUSA Retweeted
Adrian Weckler @adrianweckler · Mar 26
Huawei P40 Pro zoom. Am sitting in the same spot for all four shots.

HuaweiUSA Retweeted
EMKWAN @emkwam · Mar 26
Here are a few shots taken on the Huawei P40 Pro #HuaweiP40Pro
Arun Maini @Mrwassetheboss Mar 27

Completely un-edited Night mode photo taken on Huawei, Samsung, and iPhone.

Wooah.

Full Camera comparison is now live on my channel!

---

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA Mar 27

How will 5G value-oriented planning improve #investment efficiency? Read on to find out. tinyurl.com/v2bxv4d2

---

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA Mar 26

Huawei's 5G stations aren't just beacons for speed, they're engineered canopies that protect the environment. #5GforGood
How does the message of technology help propel the healthcare industry forward? #5GxScience shares his insight.

Transforming the world of healthcare and education

The Huawei 2019 Annual Report will be released on March 31, so what do you expect to know? Stay tuned for more information on Huawei's financial facts and figures. #HuaweiNow

Despite a global pandemic, Huawei has resumed more than 90% of its production & development operations, and kept supply chains intact by providing its partners with protective gear. #HuaweiNews

Founder says Huawei 'working round the clock' amid virus pandemic. Huawei's determination to weather US sanctions has been put under further pressure by the outbreak of Covid-19. @scmp.com
HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA · Mar 27
Huawei’s mission is to build a fully connected, intelligent world. The rip-and-replace bill will detrimentally impact access to education in the American rural community. #KeepAmericaConnected #ConnectNotDivide

Andrew Cuomo @NYGovCuomo · Mar 26
Thank you to:
- The Office of @NewYorkStateAG for protective masks and gloves
- The Commission on Independent Colleges and Universities in NY (@CICUNY) for ventilators and PPE
- JUDY for N-95 masks
- @Huawei for N-95 masks, isolation gowns, medical goggles and gloves

Why does #5G matters for healthcare? Read all about it on @ModmHealthCr. tinyurl.com/yy2ekek
Take a trip around London with @michaeljosh and his #MateXs and see why he's calling this handset "the smartphone of the future."

Huawei Mate Xs Review: The Ultimate Foldable as my... 
Our Huawei Mate Xs Review Of all the foldable smartphones in the market today, none makes more ... gl.youTube

Say hello to the new normal #5GisON

Thank you @MarshaCollier #SocialDistancing can save lives. #StayHome

Just stay home. Here's how it makes a difference #COVID19 #coronavirus #COVID-19

Why social distancing matters
Social distancing of 1.5 metres decreases the exposure of coronavirus (COVID-19).

Now

5 Days
30 Days

1 Person
2.5 People Infected
406 People Infected

100% less exposure
5 Days
30 Days

Huawei's special EarthHour2020 interview features Huawei Wireless CMO Ritchie Peng, where he answers questions about green #5G. So how's the emerging tech saving Earth and bridging the #digitaldivide in rural areas? Watch and find out. #5GNow #5GForGood #HuaweiNow
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Huawei's special EarthHour2020 interview features Huawei Wireless CMO Ritchie Peng, where he answers questions about green #5G. So how's the emerging tech saving Earth and bridging the #digitaldivide in rural areas? Watch and find out. #5GNow #5GForGood #HuaweiNow
Whoa. Watch @UnboxTherapy check out the Huawei foldable smartphone, MateXs.

Huawei Mate Xs Unboxing - Whoa. Unboxing the new Huawei Mate Xs. Finally got my hands on a Huawei foldable smartphone. FOLLOW ME... @youtube.com

Learn how Huawei is taking healthcare to the clouds with @Philips. tinyurl.com/yqugm4m

Huawei USA
March 25 at 8:16 AM

It's times like these that remind us how important it is to use technology for good. Read about the new AI-assisted quantitative medical image analysis service Huawei has launched in partnership with Huazhong University of Science and Technology and Lanwon Technology to aid faster COVID-19 diagnosis. https://tinyurl.com/ufrg9zb
Head to The Washington Post to find out just how enormous the impact of 5G will be on our communities and industries. https://tinyurl.com/wgr3ymp

WASHINGTON POSTCOM
The Tangible Benefits of 5G
(Partner Content) Conversations about 5G networks can range broadly in...

Huawei invested over CNY 100 billion in R&D in 2018. Exactly how much was our investment in research and development in 2019? Stay tuned to our 2019 Annual Report livestream on March 31 to find out or take a guess now.

How much did Huawei invest in R&D in 2019?
The #Huawei 2019 Annual Report will be released on March 31, so what do you expect to know? Stay tuned for more information on Huawei's financial facts and figures. HuaweiNow

#VisionaryPhotography is 1 day away! Make sure to tune in to us LIVE from the link in our bio at 9:00 AM EST tomorrow. HUAWEIP40
https://tinyurl.com/rpv4lzx

1 Day To Go
26.03.2020 14:00 CET

HUAWEI P40 Series
#VisionaryPhotography
#5G is the future of healthcare. Take a look at how the next generation network will change the way we stay healthy forever.
https://tinyurl.com/y42esekn

Richard Yu, CEO of Huawei Consumer Business Group, has stepped on stage at our HUAWEI P40 Series global launch. This is just the beginning of VisionaryPhotography - tune in LIVE right now at http://bit.ly/HUAWEI P40 Series
Modern. Minimal. Elegant. With nature as inspiration, the #HUAWEIP40 Series brings a new twist to classic hues. Which colour will you choose? #VisionaryPhotography

Ultra Vision Leica Penta Camera
HUAWEI P40 Pro+

- Ultra Wide Cinc
- 40MP (1/1.54"
- Ultra Vision Wide
- 12MP (1/1.7"
- Optical Telephoto
- 8MP (1/2.0"
- 3x Optical Tele
- 8MP (1/2.8"
- ToF Camera
- Depth Sensing
- Colour Tempera
- 8 Colour Channels

Discover what makes #VisionaryPhotography possible on the #HUAWEIP40 Series. #Specsheet Watch our global launch LIVE now at http://bit.ly/HUAWEIP40Series

A powerful front camera system like no other! Experience the #HUAWEIP40 Series and discover 4K selfie video as well as #VisionarPhotography. Catch us LIVE now http://bit.ly/HUAWEIP40Series

We strive to bring premium photography experience to everyone. Say hello to the #HUAWEIP40 - the new leader in smartphone photography. #VisionaryPhotography Catch us LIVE now http://bit.ly/HUAWEIP40Series
Coming with thoroughly integrated #HuaweiMobileServices, the #HUAWEIP40 series connects global and local partners with over 400M active users. #HMS Catch us LIVE now http://bit.ly/HUAWEIP40Series

The #HUAWEISoundX is our next step in premium audio. Multiple musical notes. Co-engineered with @DEVIALET, this smart speaker brings our signature ‘Push-Push’ technology and quality sound to life! Catch us LIVE now http://bit.ly/HUAWEIP40Series
Presenting the new Chestnut Red and Frost White HUAWEIWATCHGT2 colourways! With their impressive hardware and software, your journey to #ExploreMore can begin. Join us LIVE now http://bit.ly/HUAWEIP40Series

Presenting the new Chestnut Red and Frosty White HUAWEIWATCHGT2 colourways! With their impressive hardware and software, your journey to #ExploreMore can begin. Join us LIVE now http://bit.ly/HUAWEIP40Series
We're back with the ultimate pairing of style and tech - look out for our upcoming #HUAWEIxGentleMonster collection this Spring! #HUAWEI #GentleMonster Join us LIVE now at http://bit.ly/HUAWEIP40Series

Trendy Yet High-Tech

Smart HER 01
Smart MY MA 01

Dual
Semi-open Speakers

Call Noise
AI Reduction

Contactless
Wireless Charging

The Huawei Developer Conference 2020 live webcast is less than 24 hours away. Tune in to the livestream on March 27-28 @ 10 am (GMT+8). Don't miss out! #HDC2020 https://t.inurl.com/xyahn98

1 DAY TO GO
HUAWEI DEVELOPER CONFERENCE 2020
March 27-28 @10am (GMT+8)
WATCH THE LIVESTREAM
Huawei's mission is to build a fully connected, intelligent world. The rip-and-replace bill will detrimentally impact access to education in the American rural community. #KeepAmericaConnected #ConnectNotDivide

Kids are on devices all the time here.

Even though the human brain is pretty fantastic,
Huawei USA
March 27 at 10:18 AM

AI is already changing industries – especially Healthcare. Huawei’s Sonja Thompson explains how Huawei leverages the tech for programs like #StorySign and facing emotions to provide services that will improve everyday life for individuals. https://tinyurl.com/rhysdau

YOUTUBE.COM
Did You Know: AI

AI is the ability to develop smart machines or self-learning software...

Huawei USA
March 28 at 11:18 AM

Watch how wireless technology shapes the future of healthcare and enables connected hospitals. https://tinyurl.com/twmmko9

as we enter the Internet+ healthcare era
As a leading infection research center, Helmholtz HZI needs an IT solution that accommodates data growth and aligns with their research needs. MicroStaxx, with Huawei products in its portfolio, fits their needs perfectly. https://tinyurl.com/v6e55yw